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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f, h, , ha ,..., h, be functions defined on real Euclidean n-space E, . 
Suppose also that Ji , Ja ,..., Jmt are compact subintervals of El and that, for 
k = l,..., m, g, is defined on some neighborhood of E,, x Jk . It is assumed that 
the functionsf, hi , and g, are twice continuously differentiable on their domains. 
We shall consider the following problem: 
Minimize f(X) (1) 
subject to x in E, and 
and 
g,(x, tr) < 0 for each k = I,..., m and t, in Jh, (2) 
44 < 0 for each i = l,..., p. (3) 
For each k, we define fk on E, by fk(x) = max{ g,(x, t,): t, E Jk} for each N 
in En . The constraints (2) are equivalent to 
f&) d 0 for each k = I,..., m. (41 
Problem (l)-(3) has been considered by Polak and Mayne [l] and by Polak 
and Trahan [2]. Feasible direction algorithms for problem (l)-(3) have been 
presented in [ 1, 21. Moreover, the authors in [ 1, 21 have presented examples of 
problems of the type (l)-(3) arising from engineering design; examples include 
a problem of designing earthquake resistant structures and problems of designing 
controllers and compensators for feedback systems. 
In this paper, we develop second-order optimality conditions for problem 
(l)-(3). While such conditions are frequently used in the analysis of com- 
putational algorithms, we shall apply them here only to obtain a duality theorem 
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for augmented Lagrangians. It should be noted that problem (l)-(3) will be 
nondifferentiable in many cases. This nondifferentiability can arise if, for some 
k and x for which fJx) = 0, it is true that g,(.r, ti) = g,(x, ta), where t, and 
t, are different points in the interval Jk ; in this case, the gradient Yfk(x) is 
unlikely to exist if the gradients (with respect to x) rrg,(s, tr) and Y’+g,(s, ta) 
are different. 
The second-order conditions derived below in Theorems 2.8 and 2.9 are 
stated in terms of a “Lagrangian” L defined in (10). This Lagrangian is not the 
natural one which would be expected for problems based on (1) and (4). In 
fact, L is not defined only in terms of the problem functions. Instead, it requires 
that we know “a priori” the values of t, for which g,(i, tk) = 0. Thus we cannot 
even form L without prior knowledge of P. This would seem to discourage the 
direct use of L for computational procedures. 
Hovverer, the function L can still be of indirect use as follows. We prove 
below a duality theorem in terms of an augmented Lagrangian fl that can be 
defined as soon as we know the problem functionsf, fk , and h, . Therefore, we 
are able to use the sufficiency conditions, stated in terms of the seemingly 
“inaccessible” Lagrangian L, to prove a theorem about the augmented 
Lagrangian 11. 
To simplify the presentation, we shall drop constraints (3) throughout the 
main part of the paper. We shall thus simply consider problem (l)-(2). As we 
shall see later, it is easy to extend our results to the case in which constraints 
of the form (3) are present. 
Finally, for the functions g, , V,g, and C,*g, denote the gradient and Hessian 
of g, with respect to x and g,(s, tk) and g,(x, tr) denote the first and second 
derivatives of g,(s, .). 
2. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS 
2.1. Remarks. Let x be in h’, . Given k = l,..., m let B,(x) = {tr E Jk:frc(x) = 
g,(.z, b)). 
2.2. HJ$othesis. Suppose P is a feasible point for problem (l)-(2). Suppose 
that each set B,(.$) is finite, and that B,(P) hasj, elements i,, , 2,, ,..., ikjp. 
2.3. Remarks. Hypothesis 2.2 will be assumed throughout the sequel. 
Wfiile it seems somewhat restrictive, it is nevertheless essential for the present 
formulation of second-order conditions. We find it necessary to assume that 
gl,(?, tk) < 0 for each k and for each tk in B,(P); this assumption could not 
possibly be satisfied if B,(.?) were infinite. 
Now suppose that Hypothesis 2.2 obtains and i is a local minimum for 
problem (l)-(2). It follows from results of Clarke [3, Theorem l] and [4, 
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Theorem 2.11 that nonnegative CL,, p1 ,..., p.,, , a,, ,..., c+, ,..., (~,r ,..., OL,,~, 
exist so that not all of the pk are 0 and so that 
Pkfk(i) = 0 for k = I,..., m, (5) 
%I + %p + ... + oig,L = 1 for k = l,..., m, (6) 
and 
Here, the numbers p,, , p1 ,..., CL,,‘ are Fritz John multipliers whose existence 
follows from Theorem 1 of [3]. The existence of the nonnegative numbers 
(ykl follows from Clarke’s Theorem (see [4, Theorem 2.11) describing the 
generalized gradients of such “maximum” functions as fk . 
We shall find it convenient to write 
hkj = ppci,j for all k and j. (8) 
We shall assume also that conditions are such that we may take 
/Jo= 1. (9) 
This will be possible if problem (l)-(2) is “calm” in the sense of Clarke [3, 
p. 1721 or if there exists 6 in E, such that V, g&f, i,,) . 6 < 0 for all K and j 
(see Hestenes [5, pp. 245-2471). Let C = {(k, j): 1 < k < m and 1 <j <in-}. 
2.4. DEFINITION. For each (k, j) in C let tkj be a variable which ranges 
over Jk and let t = (t,, ,..., tnl ,..., t,,ll ,..., t,,,jm). Given t, s in E, , and h as 
in (8), we put 
m JI 
L(.x~ t, x) = f(x) + x C x,kgk(x, tkj)- (10) 
h=l ,=l 
2.5. DEFINITION. Let S = {XE E, : fii(x) < 0 for all k = l,..., m}. We 
define the tangent cone T(S, X) of S at x in S to be the set of all vectors u in E, 
for each of which there exist a sequence {x,} in S and a sequence {So} of positive 
numbers such that {x,} converges to x and {(x, - .X)/S,} converges to o. 
2.6. DEFINITION. Suppose .? satisfies hypothesis 2.2. Let 4 satisfy (5)-(9). 
Let r = {(j, K): & > 0). We define a cone T*(f, A) to be the set of all vectors 
v in E,, for each of which there exist a sequence {x,} in S, a sequence {sp} of 
positive numbers, and sequences (t,lc,}, of numbers in jk for (K, j) in C such that 
(i) {x,} converges to R; 
(ii) {(x, - 2)/s,} converges to v; 
(iii) {takj} converges to i,, for all k and j in C; 
(iv) gk,(Icq , tQk,) = 0 for all 4 and for all (j, k) in c 
(v) tnk3 = ikj for all 4 provided gk,($ i,,) # 0. 
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(We illustrate the definition of T*(& A) by discussing a special case. Let us 
assume, for the moment, that there is only one constraint of the form (2), 
namely, gl(.C, t) ,< 0. Suppose also that g,($ t) = 0 for three choices of t 
in the interval Jl . We suppose g,(4, t*) = g,(.G, t**) = g,(.C, t’) = 0 where 
t* is the left endpoint of J1 and t** and t” are interior points of J1 . Then, 
corresponding to ZI in T*(P, A), there must be sequences {CC,> in S and {s,] so 
that (i) and (ii) hold and there must be three sequences {t$}, {tc*}, and {tPs] 
in J1 convergent to t*, t**, and t’ such that g,(s,, t,*) = g,(.yQ, t,**) = 
gli(3cQ , tqe) = 0 for all 4. In other words, if it is true that g,(f, .) has three global 
maximizers, then g,(xQ , .) must have three nearby global maximizers.) 
2.7. DEFINITION. Suppose Hypothesis 2.2 obtains. Let A be the set of all 
(k, j) such that gk(g, i,,) = 0 and let B be the set of all (k,j) such that 
&(P, i,,) # 0. 
2.8. THEOREM. Suppose Hypothesis 2.2 obtains, that P is a local minimum 
for problem (l)-(2), and that multipliers h,j are given as in 2.3. Suppose that 
gk(P, 2,,) < 0 for all (F, j) in A. Th en i v is in T*(?, A) it is true V~.J(.i, 2, A) v . p: > f 
1 
Proof. Let x be in E, , tkj be in Jk for each j and K, and put t = (t,, ,..., 
t 13, 3’.., t ml ,‘..> tlNlm). Suppose also that tk:, = 2,, for all (k, j) in B. Then we have 
qx, t, A) - L(F, 2, A) = L(x, i, A) - L(i, i, A) 
(11) 
By (7)-(g) and Taylor’s theorem, there exists c(x) between x and P so that 
L(x, t, A) - L(i, i, A) = p&L(gx), 2, X)(x - 5?) * (x - a). (12) 
Now, fix (k, j) in A. By Taylor’s theorem, there exists tLl between tk,, and i,, 
so that 
g&G b3) - g,(x, L) = -t&(x, 4&l - &,) 
- $&:(x, t;,)(tk, - i,;,)‘. (13) 
Since &(.G, i,,) = 0 and g&C, 2,,) < 0, we can apply the implicit function 
theorem to get neighborhoods Vkj of 4 and Ikk) of fkj so that gr(.v, tk3) < 0 for 
x in Vkj and tk,, in Ik, and so that, given x in Fk, , the equation &(x, tk,) = 0 
has a unique solution t,j(x) in Ik, . Moreover, tkj(x) is differentiable on 7,,, , 
and, since &(x, tkj(x)) = 0 for x in VkJ , we have 
0 = rz&+k(xs tk3(X)) + fktx, tkj(X)) vxtki(X)v x E 7J;o . (14) 
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Next, we apply the mean value theorem to get, given x in I’,, , tk)(x) between 
N and f so that 
t,,(X) - tkj(i) = G,tkj((kj(*Y)) (S - 2). (15) 
Note that (13), (14), and (15) hold f or each (k, j) in A. Now we put f,,(,r) = 2,, 
for (k,j) in B, observe that 2,, = tR3(?) for all (k, j) in C, and combine (1 I)-( 15) 
to get 
qw, t(x), A) - L(4, 2, A) 
= -&Vg,(LJx), i, X)(x - i) . (x - a) 
Now, we let z! be in T*(& A) and let {x,}, , (sa}, and {tQli3}4. correspond to z1 
as in 2.6. Observe that we may restrict q to values so that, given (k,j) in ;2, 
. . 
tpk) IS m I,, . Thus s, being in S and 2.6(iv) imply tQkj = tli,(xn). Now, given q, 
we have 
0 ,< f(x,) -f(i) = L(x, ( t(x,J, A) - L(f, 2, A). (17) 
If we substitute (16) into (17), divide both sides of the result by sqz, and then 
take the limit on q, we obtain 
0 < C:;,L(f, i, A)” . v - 
{O,&+,(f, i,J . 21)” 
(kzEA A’, x(2, ikj) ’ 
2.9. THEOREM. Suppose .C is a point of S which satis$es Hypothesis 2.2 and 
that muh’tpliers h,, exist as in 2.3 satisfying (5)-(g). Suppose that gk($ iii,) < 0 
for all (k, j) in A. Finally, suppose that K?&L(a, 2, A) v . v > x(k,I)Ea A,, x 
{G, gk(.?, 2,,) . v)“/g,(i, 2,,) whenever v is any member of the tangent cone 
T(S, zi?) for which V,g,(4, 2,,) . zl = 0 for all (k, j) in r. Then there exist p > 0 
and a neighborhood W of S such that f(x) -f(i) >, p 1 x - .< I* whenever s 
is in W r‘l S. 
Proof. Suppose that the conclusion is false. Then to each positive integer q, 
there corresponds *zQ in S so that 1 X* - .? [ < l/q and f(x,) - f (2) i 
1 X* - P /a/q. Define a vector vq by / X, - P /vp = X, - P. We may assume that 
{v,} converges to an element ZI in T(S, E). We put G(x, t, A) = L(.r, t, A) - f(x). 
We may assume that each X, is in (-)tLJjEA VkJ , where I/,, is defined as in the 
preceding proof. For each q, we define t, = (tqll ,..., tQli, ,..., tg,Iil ,..., tgmjm) as 
follows: Given (k, j) in C, we put tgkj = kg t (a$ (see the preceding proof!) 
if (k,j) is in A and we put tQk, = 2,, if (k, j) is in B. For each q, we have 
I 47 - 2 I’/q > 15(x,, t, , A) - L(P, i, A) - {G(x, , t, , A) - G(.C, i, A)}. (18) 
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We proceed precisely as in the proof of Theorem 2.8 to derive this analogue 
to (16): 
qx, , t, ) A) - I@, i, A) 
= ~V&L(~(x*), i, X)(x, - a) ’ (Xa - a) 
We substitute (19) into (18), divide both sides of the result by / .r, - .C jz and 
then take the limit of the result as q approaches infinity. We obtain 
+ 2 lim sup{-G(x, , t, , A) + G(& 1, A)}/1 x0 - P 1’. 
n 
(20) 
Each xa is in S and so, by (5), -G(x, , t, , A) + G(4, 2, A) = -G(x, , t, , A) > 0 
for all q. Therefore, from (20) 
0 < li$sup{-G(x,, t,, A) + G(Z, 2, A)}// sQ - s le < cr3 (21) 
and so 
lim{G(x, , t, , A) - G($ i, A)}/1 .q, - 2 1 = 0. (22) 
4 
It is now evident that if we can show 
v, g&c, i,,) . v = 0 for (k,j) in r, (23) 
then (21) and (20) will combine to give a contradiction to the hypothesis and 
the proof will be complete. Thus, we must establish (23). 
First, note that, if (K,j) is in r n B, then tQkj = &., and so it is clear that 
li$h(x, , tok,) - g,(& zd)/l s, - 2 I 
= Vxgp(3;‘, i,,) . Z’, (k,j)~ r n B. (24) 
Next, let (k, j) be in r n A and let the interval Ik, be as in the proof 
of Theorem 2.8. 
Then, Lemma 2.10, which is proved after this theorem, implies 
lipn(g&, , t,kj) - gk(k ikj)>/l 4 - 2 I 
= V,g,(& i,j) . Z’, (k,j)Ern rl. 
It now follows from (22), (24), and (25) that 
(25) 
0 = f ; X,,V,g,(& i,,) . @. 
k=l3=1 
(35) 
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For (k,j) in r, g,(P, i,,) = 0 (by (5)) an d so, since Xp is in S, V,g,(.G, 2,,) . 2) < 0 
(by (24) and (25)). But then, (26) implies that we must have V, g,(.?, !,,) v = 0 
for all (k,j) in r. Thus (23) is established and the proof is complete. 
2.10. LEMMA. Suppose P is a point of S which satisjies Hypothesis 2.2, that 
A is defined as in (2.7), and that gk(.C, i,,) < 0 for all (k, j) in &4. (Note: We do 
not assume that P is a local minimizer.) For (k, j) in A let the neighborhoods FFL, 
of .C and Ik, of 2,, be defined as in the proof of Theorem 2.8 and let the function 
t,,(x) be defined as in the proof of Theorem 2.8. Then, given (k, j) in A and s in 
rk, 7 we have 
g,(x, t&g) - g,(P, i,,) = v’, g&z, t”&) (x - .q + o(l .\^ - .Q I). 
Proof. Suppose (k, j) is in A and N IS m V,, . Then gk(~, i,,) = 
gh(.y, t&r)) = 0; since both g,(f, .) and g,(x, .) are concave on the interval 
I~, , it follows that g,(x, tu(x)) > g,(x, Z,j) and gp($ E,j) 3 g,(G, tk3(x)). Hence, 
we have 
g,(x, t&)) - gB(.t &j) 3g,(x, & I - g&t u
= V,g,(f, i,,) . (x - a) + o(l x - 2 I). 
Also, 
g&Y, t&g) - g&C, i,,)< g,@, h&g) - g?c(C hM 
= V,g,(P, tkj(X)) . (x - i) + o(I x - “C I) 
= V,g,(P, 2,,) ’ (X - .C) + (V,g,(4, tkj(X)) - vzgk(B, jkj)) . (by - i, 
+ O(I X - f I) = V,g,(i, i,j) . (bx - a) + O(I x I 32. I), 
with the final equation being a consequence of the continuity of t,j(x). 
2.11. Remark. The expression 
V&.L(G, i, A)v . v - (*) 
is central to both Theorems 2.8 and 2.9. Since each&(x, t,j) is negative and since 
each &.> is nonnegative, it is true that C (k.j d L{Vr &(C tkJ . Vl”l~ki(~~ 21zj) is ) 
nonpositive for all v. Thus, if V&L(.C, 2, h) is positive-definite (positjve semi- 
definite), then the expression (*) will be positive (nonnegative) for all v in E, . 
2.12. EXAMPLE. We shall illustrate Theorem 2.9 with an example. We 
consider the problem of minimizing 
f(x) = (x1 + x3 - 2)” + 2x22 + (XI + 3)’ - x4” 
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subject to the constraints 
g,(x, t) = r,t3 + X,P + x,t + x4 - 1 < 0 for all t in [--I, I] 
and 
g,(x, s) = - s1s3 - x29 - s,,s - x4 - 1 < 0 for all s in [-I, I]. 
Let .i = (4,0, -3, 0)r; here, the superscript T indicates the transpose. 
Then, with T3(t) d enoting the Chebyshev polynomial 4ta - 3t, we have 
g,(E, t) = T3(t) - 1 for all t and g,(P, s) = - TJs) - 1 for all s. Since 
T3(t) = cos(3 arc cos t), for -1 .< t < I, 
it follows that .CQ satisfies the two constraints. And, g,(.& t) attains the value 0 
when t = 1 and t = -0.5 and g,(& s) attains the value 0 when s = - 1 and 
s = 0.5. 
Notice that 
-Vf(.C) = C,g,(i, 1) + VZg,(P, - 1). 
Hence, the first-order conditions (5)-(9) are fulfilled if we set 
and 
z 11 = -OS,- 2,, = 1, 12, = - 1, i,, = 0.5, 
po=p1 =p2 = 1, 
%l = ci22 = 0 and 0112 = agl = I. 
In terms of the notation employed in 2.2,2.3, and 2.7, we have &(a) = {2,, , t^,,}, 
B2(4 = @21 , i2d, C = ((1, 11, (1, 3, (2, 11, (2, 23, and -4 = ((1, 11, (2, 2)). It 
is easy to verify that gk(i, i,,) < 0 for all (K, j) in A. 
Thus, in order to show, by Theorem 2.9, that 4 is a local minimizer, it remains 
to establish 
vt@?, i, A)a *2’ > 
for all nonzero v in T(S, CC) for which V,g,(4, ikj) . v = 0, whenever (k, j) 
is in r = {( 1, 2), (2, l)}. If we use an observation made in 2.11, it is clear that 
it actually suffices to show that V&+!(k, f, A) v . v > 0 for all nonzero 0 for 
which V,g,(4, 1) . v = 0 and V,g,(i, -1) . v = 0. 
It is easy to check that V,g,(f, I) = (1, 1, 1, 1)r and V,g,(?, - 1) = 
(1, - 1, 1, - I)=. Hence the conditions 
V,g,(P, 1) . v = 0 and Vzg2(4, -1) . v = 0 
amount to 
VI + v2 + v3 + -34 = 0 and Vl - 0, + v3 - 734 = 0 
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and so are satisfied precisely by vectors ZJ of the form v = ( y, Z, --y, -s), 
wherey and z are numbers. The Hessian Vff( ^) x is readily computed and we have 
V;8gl = -V&g2 = 0. Th us we can form V~,L($ i, A). We find that this matrix 
is not positive semi-definite, and we find that 
2’ . qpqa, 2, A)@ = 2a,* + 4a,’ + 4v,* - 2v,” + 4v,v, 
for all v in Ea . Given nonzero v of the form ( y, Z, --y, -a), we therefore have 
v . ‘Ts(.C, 2, A) v = 231’ + 42’ + 4y” - 22” - 4~” = 231” + 22’ > 0. The ar- 
gument is complete; we have shown that .c is a local minimizer for the stated 
problem. 
This problem is, of course, somewhat contrived. The objective function and 
constraints were chosen so that we could expect P to be a local minimizer by 
virtue of the following theorem of Chebyshev: 
The manic polynomial P, of degree 12 forwhich (1 P,(t)/ : 
-1 < t < l> is minimal is 2l-“T,, , where T,, is the 
Chebyshev polynomial of degree n. 
3. NORMALITY CONDITIONS 
The restrictions on the vectors v given in Theorems 2.8 and 2.9 are not 
necessarily the same. We give here some conditions which are sufficient for these 
restrictions to be the same. Thus, we shall be giving conditions under which 
T*(4, A) = {v E T(S, a): V,g,(P, 2,j) . v = 0 for all (Iz,j) in r}. 
Here, we assume that i is a point which satisfies Hypothesis 2.2. We assume 
that rC C and that T*($ A) and T(S, 2) are defined in terms of S, f, and r 
as in 2.5 and 2.6. We shall assume also that A and B are as defined in 2.7. One 
must be careful to note that we do not assume the existence of multipliers 
satisfying (5)-(9) and that we merely assume that r is a subset of C. 
The result given below in Theorem 3.6 is described by Hestenes [5, 61 and 
by many other authors as a “normality” result or a “regularity” result. It is 
a natural extension of theorems known for classical nonlinear programming; 
see, for example, Hestenes [6, p. 351 and Hestenes [5, pp. 237-2471. 
3.1. LEMMA. T*(P, A) is a subset of {v E T(S, 2): V, g,(f, i,,) . v = 0 
for all (k,j) in q. 
Proof. Suppose v is in T*(G, A). Then there exist {xp}, (s&, and {taRl}a satis- 
fying 2.6 (i)-(v). It is clear that v must be in T(S, i). If (K,j) is in r n B then. 
since takj = i,, , 0 = lim,( g,(m, , tQk,) - g,(.?, ;,,))/I q - .? ( = lim,{ g,(.r, , iT,.]) -
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g,(e?, i,j)}/l XQ - P 1 = V&,(P, Z,j) * ZA If (k,j) is in I’n A, we apply the argu- 
ment which proves Lemma 2.10 to get 
and so it follows from 2.6 (iv) that G,gk(G, i,,) . z’ = 0. 
3.2. DEFINITIONS. Let r’ denote the set of all (R, j) in C which are not in r. 
Define a subset A of r’ as follows: A consists of all (A, ,j,,) in r’ for which there 
exists ZI* in E, such that C,g,(f, i,,) . U* = 0 for all (k, j) in r, Vzgk(.G, i,,) . 
TJ* < 0 for all (k, j) in r’, and V,gk,,,(S, ikl) . v* < 0. 
(If the set A has m, members with corresponding vectors z$, vz,..., v$ , 
then the vector 6 = ~1” + ... + ZJ~ 1 satisfies these two properties: 
and 
V,g,(P, i,j) 6 < 0 
v7rgL(.G, i,,) . 6 == 0 
for all (k, j) in A 
for all (k, j) in C - A.) 
(27) 
WV 
3.3. DEFINITIONS. With A as in 3.2, we define two cones Z’,(P, A) and 
T,(B, A) as follows: T,(f, A) is the set of all B in En such that V, g,(S, ikj) . ZI < 0 
for all (k, j) in A and V, g,(Z, 2,,) . u = 0 for all (k, j) in C - A. The closed 
cone Z’,(.+?, d) is the set of all a in E, such that V,g,(S, &,) . z, < 0 for all (k,j) 
in A and V,g,(?, 2,,) . ZJ = 0 for all (k, j) in C - A. 
3.4. LEMMA. The closure of T,(P, A) is T,,(3;., A). 
Proof. Clearly, T&i, A) is closed and T,(P, A) C T,,(P, A). Now let 6 be as 
in (27) and (28). If ZI is in T,,(E, A), then, given 0 < s < I, sz’ + (1 - S) 8 is 
in T,(P, A). Therefore, u is in the closure of T,(f, A). 
3.5. LEMMA. Suppose a vector v- exists so that C,g,($, ikj) . v- < 0 JOY 
all (k,j) in C. Then T&G, A) = {v E T(S, a): O,g,(4, i,,) . v = 0 for a/l (k, j) 
in q. 
Proof. It follows from [5, p. 247, Theorem 11.21 that T(S, -?) = {v E En : 
V,g,(4, 2,,) . v < 0 for all (k, j) in C}. Hence, it is clear that {U E T(S, 2): 
t,g,(G, i,,) . u = 0 for all (k, j) in r> is the intersection of the two sets 
and 
{v E E, : V,g,(f, i,,) . v < 0 for all (k, j) in r’J (29) 
{V E E, : V,g,(.G, ikj) . v = 0 for all (k,j) in r). (30) 
But, from 3.2 and 3.3, we see readily that the intersection of sets (29) and (30) 
is simply T,,(.G, 0). 
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3.6. THEOREM. Suppose that, with A deJned as in 3.2, the set (V,g,(G, i,,): 
(k, j) in C - A} is linearly independent. Suppose also that a vector vW in E, exists 
SO that V,g,(4, 2,j) . V" < 0 for all (k, j) in C. Assume that &(i, Z,j) < 0 for 
all (k, j) in A and that, given (k, j) in A, fki is an interior point of Jk . Then, under 
all of these assumptions, it is true that 
and 
T&t, A) = {v E T(S, 2): V,g,($2,,) . v = 0 for (k, j) in r} 
T&G, A) = T*(f, X). 
(31) 
(32) 
3.7. Remarks. This theorem gives the result mentioned at the outset of this 
section. Thus, we have conditions under which the restrictions given on v 
in the complementary Theorems 2.8 and 2.9 amount to the restriction that v 
be in T,,(x, A). 
The proof which follows will proceed along traditional lines, with an appeal 
to an implicit function theorem being central to the argument. 
3.8. Proof of Theorem 3.6. In view of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.5, we need only 
establish T& A) C T*(4, h). Since T*(4, X) is closed, we see from Lemma 3.4 
that it is sufficient to show Ti($ A) C T*($ h). 
Thus, we shall now assume that v is in T,(& A). Let G be the matrix whose 
columns are V,g,(?, ikj), (k, j) in C - A. Since the columns of G are linearly 
independent, the square matrix GrG is nonsingular. Now, given (k, j) in A - A, 
choose a number ale, so that 
V,gki(i, ikj) . v + g,,(4, f,,) aLi = 0. (33) 
In defining aLj , we have used our assumption that &(?., &) < 0 for all (k, j) 
in A. 
Let p be the number of elements in A - A and let s be the number of elements 
in B - A. We now define 2p + s different functions. Given (k, j) in A - A, 
we define functions Fki and Hkj for z in E,,, , w in E, , and 6 > 0 by the for- 
mulas 
F,Jz, W, 6) = { gk(3;’ f 6G z f sv, i,, + SW,, + sake) - g,(g, ikj)>/% 
for 6 > 0, (34) 
F&s, w, 0) = V,g,(f, k,) . Gz> (35) 
Hk3(z, W, 6) = { gk(i + SG z + 60, i,j + awk, f 8ak3) - g,(% ikj)I/& 
for 6 > 0, (36) 
Here, ski is as in (33) and w is a vector in E, with the variables Wkj as components. 
Given (k, j) in B - A, we define the function F,, for z in E,,, , w in E, , and 
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S > 0 by (35) for 6 = 0 and, for S > 0, by Fkj(z, w, S) = { g,(i + SG zf 
sV, ikj) - gkt4s ikj)l/s- 
Next, we define a 2p + s by 2p + s matrix @ by 
here, the matrix E has as rows the vectors V, &(4, ikJT for all (K,j) in A - d, 
the matrix D is a p by p diagonal matrix with diagonal entries &(i, fkj) for all 
(k,j) in A - d, and 0 is a matrix with all zeros. Since GTG is nonsingular and 
D is nonsingular (because each gk(3;^, i, ) < 0), it is easy to see that @ is nonsin- 
gular. It is easy to check that the product @[zrwr]r is a vector whose first p 
entries are Fkj(z, w, 0) for (k, j) in A - d, whose next s entries are E;,,(z, w, 0) 
for (k, j) in B - d, and whose final p entries are Hk,(z, w, 0) for all (k, j) in 
A-A. 
Since V,g,(4, ikj) . v = 0 for all (K, j) in C - A and since &(4, i,,) = 0 
for all (k, j) in A - A, it follows that each F,, is right continuous at 6 = 0. 
It follows from (33) that each H,, is right continuous at S = 0. 
Therefore, all of the hypotheses of a certain implicit function theorem (see 
Hestenes [6, p. 197, Theorem 7.11) are fulfilled. According to that implicit 
function theorem, there exist S+ > 0 and functions z(S) and wr,(S), defined 
for 0 < 6 < 6’ and (R, j) in A - A, for which we have 
‘815 z(S) = 0, lii Wk,(S) = 0 for (k, j) in A - A, (38) * 
g,(i + SG z(S) + Sv, i,j + SW,,(S) + Sak,) = 0 for (A, j) in A - 4 (39) 
gk(i + SG z(S) + Sv, i,, + SW,j(S) + Sax.,) = 0 for (k j) in A - A, (40) 
and 
g,(? + SG z(S) + Sv, i,j) = 0 for (k, j) in B - A. (41) 
Having thus obtained z(S) and wk3(S), we now define 
x(S) = f + SG z(S) + Sv for 0 < 6 < S*, (42) 
4Js) = i,, + ST&) + h, for 0 < 6 < S# and (K, j) in A - A, (43) 
and 
t,(S) = ikj for 0 < 6 < 6” and (K,j) in B - A. w 
It follows from (38) and 42) that lim,,, x(S) = .? and lim,,,(x(S) - 2)/S = v. 
In view of (38), (39) and (41)-(44), we can now see that, to prove that v is in 
T*(x, h), it suffices to show that x(S) is in S for 6 sufficiently small. 
So, we now show that x(S) is in S provided 6 is sufficiently close to 0. For 
(K, j) in A - A, let neighborhoods V,, of 4 and Iki of fkj be as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.8; thus &.(x, trj) < 0 for all x in I’,, and tlz, in Ikj . For (k, j) in 
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B - d, let neighborhoods Vz of 2 and Zg of 2,, be such that 2,(x, tl,,) # 0 
for all x in b’k: and tk, m Zz, . And, for each (k, j) in d, let neighborhoods V& 
of 2 and Zk: of 2,, be such that V,g,(.rc, tkj) . w < 0 for x in Vz and tkg in I,$ . 
Fix k so that 1 < R < m and let 6 be so that 0 < 6 < 6”. Let t, be in J,: . 
We wish to show that gk(,a(S), tk) ,< 0 provided S is small enough. There are 
four cases to consider: 
(i) t, is in ZkJ , where (k, j) is in d - d; 
(ii) t, is in I: , where (k, j) is in B - d ; 
(iii) t, is in Z& , where (k, j) is in d; 
(iv) t, does not satisfy any of (i)-(iii). 
First, suppose that (i) holds. If 6 is small enough that x(S) is in FrP, and tk,(S) 
is in I,.. , then g,(m(S), .) is concave on Zk, . It follows from (40) that tkj(S) maxi- 
mizes g,(x(S), .) on Zli, and so, by (39) gB(x(S), t,) < glc(N(S), t,(S)) = 0. 
Next, suppose that (ii) holds. If 6 is small enough that X(S) is in Vii*; , then 
tkj maximizes gk(x(S), .) on Zk: . It follows from (41) that gk(x(S), tk) < 
gJx(S), 2,,) = 0. Next, suppose that (iii) holds. In this situation, we have 
gk(x(S), tk) < gk(x(S), tk) - g,(G, tk) = V, g,(x”, tk) * (SG ~(6) + SW), for SOme 
x1 between x(S) and 4. Hence if V$ is convex and if 6 is small enough that 
x(S) is in V$ then, in view of (38), it follows that gl,(x(S), tk) < 0 for small 6 > 0. 
It remains only to consider case (iv). Let Zk be the union of the Zkj and Z$ 
(fork still fixed). Now, max(g,(.?, tkh): t, - in Jk - Zk} < 0. Hence, if 6 is suffi- 
ciently small, max(g,(x(S), t,“): t,” in Jk - Zk} < 0. 
4. DUALITY FOR AUGMENTED LAGRANGIANS 
An augmented Lagrangian for a problem based on (1) and (4) is obtained by 
combining Lagrange multiplier terms with penalty terms. Such augmented 
Lagrangians give rise to “methods of multipliers” for computation, about which 
there is an extensive literature. We shall consider an augmented Lagrangian (1, 
as follows: Given x in E, and ( y, r) in 
T = {(y, r): y E E, and r > 0}, 
we put 
&, Y, y) = f(x) + f { yk max(f&), --yk/2r) + r[max(h(x), --ytQ~)l’). 
k=l 
Observe that (1 is given solely in terms of the problem functions f, fi ,..., fm , 
unlike the Lagrangian L defined in (10). 
Rockafellar has established [7, 81 duality theorems for augmented Lagrangians 
in several situations. In this section, we shall show how to extend one of these 
theorems to cover problem (l)-(2). The presentation follows closely that of [7]. 
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We continue to assume that functionsf, g, , and fk are specified as in the Intro- 
duction. 
The duality theorem given below does suggest that methods of multipliers 
can be constructed so as to solve problem (l)-(2) without requiring that the 
penalty coefficient r become arbitrarily large, so long as the second-order suffi- 
ciency conditions hold. 
4. I. Remarks. The two definitions given below appeared originally in [7]. 
They are necessary for the full statement of Theorem 4.4, but they are not used 
explicitly in this paper. 
Rockafellar points out [7, p. 2801 that the requirement that F be a unique 
optimal soZution in the strong sense is “milder than it might seem.” He observes 
that the requirement is met whenever the functions f and fk are lower semi- 
continuous on S and S is any compact set in which x is the only locally optimal 
solution. 
4.2. DEFINITIONS [7, p. 2741. (i) The asymptotic optimal value of problem 
(l)-(2) is the least possible limit achievable by any sequence {6,},~, such that 
there exist U, = (u,r , u,s ,..., Us,,,) in E,,l and X, in E, with {u~}~=~ convergent 
to 0, fJs,) < up, for each k and i, and f(xI) < b, for each i > 1. 
(ii) The sequence {x1} in E, is asymptotically minimizing for problem 
(l)-(2) in case lim sup fL(.x,) < 0 for each k = I,..., m and lim sup f (.w?) equals 
the asymptotic optimal value for problem (l)-(2). 
4.3. DEFINITION [7, p. 2801. Suppose f is in S. The point .V is said to be the 
unique optimal solution to problem (l)-(2) in the strong sense if every asymp- 
totically minimizing sequence for problem (l)-(2) converges to .~r. 
4.4. THEOREM. Suppose .C is a point of S which satisjes Hypothesis 2.2 
and that mulitpliers pli, ski , and &., exist as in 2.3 satisfying (5)-(9). Suppose 
that g,(?, 2,,) < 0 for all (k,j) in A, with A as in 2.7. Next, with T,,(2, r) as 
the intersection of the cones of (29) and (30), suppose that Vz,L(P, 2, A) v . v > 
Ix (b,3)E4 h,,{V,g,(G, i,,) . ~)‘/&(a, i,,) whenever v is in T,,(P, r). 
Assume that a number Y > 0 exists so that the function A(., 0, r) is bounded 
below on E,, and, moreover, assume that L is the unique optimal solution to problem 
(l)-(2) in the strong snese. 
Then, it is true that 
inf sup A(.z,y, r) = max inf A(x,y, r). 
XEE, (y,r)M (YIIWXEE" 
4.5. Remark. The second-order sufficiency assumption made here is slightly 
stronger than the one made in Theorem 2.9. Of course, Theorem 3.6 shows that 
these sufficiency assumptions are the same under certain assumptions. 
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4.6. Proof of Theorem 4.4. According to Rockafellar [7, Theorem 51, it is 
sufficient to show that problem (l)-(2) is “stable of degree 2”; as Rockafellar 
observes [7, p. 2701, this fact obtains even though the continuous functionsf, 
may fail to be differentiable. Furthermore, if one studies Rockafellar’s proof 
[7, Theorem 6], it becomes clear that in order to show that problem (l)-(2) 
is stable of degree 2, it is sufficient (see [7, p. 28 1, inequality (5. lo)]) to show that 
there exist a positive number r and a neighborhood W of 2 such that 
4% P, f) 3 f (q, for all x in W. (45) 
Thus, we shall show that (45) obtains. First, we define three sets of indices: 
and 
l,, = {k: 1 < K < m and plc > 0}, 
1, = {k: 1 < li < m, pk = 0, and f&G) = 0}, 
1, = {k: 1 < K < m and fk(i) < O}. 
Let the neighborhoods Vkj and the functions tkj(z) be introduced as in the proof 
of Theorem 2.8; here, (/z,j) ranges over A, where A is as defined in (2.7). Now, 
for (K,j) in B, where B is defined as in (2.7), let the function t,,(x) on E, be 
defined by t&v) = i,, . 
Given Y > 0, define 
N,(~) = n v,, n n ix E E,: fk(x) > --ELk~2~) n n {X E E,: fk(x) < 0). 
(k.JEA ksI, kol, 
It is clear that N,(Y) is a neighborhood of 2. With aK3 as in (5)-(9), let 
&k) = n lx E No(y): pk + (d2)f&) + (y/2)gk(xp tki(X)) > O). 
k~lo.ak,>O 
Since pk > 0 for each k in I, and f&l) = g&C, t,(i)) = 0 for each R in I,, 
rmd(k, j) in C, it follows that N,(Y) is a neighborhood of 2. Now define a function 
0 on El by O(T) = max(T, 0). 
Fix Y > 0 and let x be in N,(Y). Then, since x is in N,,(r), we have 
4% l-b y) = f (4 + 2 hf&) + Tfk(V~ + y x e(f?&))“. 
keIo kEI, 
Given K in I, , let i, be the number ofj such that alcj = 0. Then 
4% PCL, y) =f(x) + c ; 
kEIO i=l kEIO aXI> 
f 1 c y(1/2ik)fk(x)2 + y c ; (l/jk)e(fk(x))2; 
ksIo alo=0 keIl 3=1 
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here, it must be understood that, if i, = 0, then the corresponding term 
r(1/2ik)fk(~)2 is deleted. Since x is in N,(r) and since f&c) > gk(X, tki@)), it 
follows that, for k in I,, and Cykj > 0, 
Pkfk(X) + (r/2)fk(x)’ - Pkgktx, fkj(x)) - (r/2) gktXv fki(X))2 
= ifk(X) - gk:(% h,(.wPk + W)f&) + w)gk(X, fk,W)> 2 0. 
It is also clear that, for any k, it is true that f&v)” 3 e(f&~))~; moreover, 
f&r) >, g,(x, tkJ(x)) implies 0(fk(x))2 > 0( g,(x, tkj(~)))2. It follows from these 
facts that 
C lhkjgktx9 fk3(X)) + (r/2) (ykjgk(xv fki(X))21 
kHo an.,>0 
+ c c r(1/2ik) e(gk(x, tkj(x)))2 
kPI,, ak,=O 
+ c ? wk) e(gk(Xv tki(X)))2 
keI, ~=l 
= L(x, $-dv h) + c c ($3 akigk(x, tkj(x))2 
kcIo akf>O 
+ 1 c cy/zik) e(gk(X? tkdX)))2 
koIo ukj=O 
+ 1 $ cytik) e(gk(xy fk&)))2i 
keI, ?=I 
W) 
in this expression, the function t(x) and the Lagrangian L are defined as in Sec- 
tion 2. 
It follows from (16) that 
L(x, t(x), 4 - L(% t, 4 
= g&L(k, i, X)(x - a) - (x - a) 
- $ c hkj{v,gk(a, ikj) * (x - k)}‘/gk(g’, fkj) $ O(l x - 2 12). (47) 
(k.jEA 
It is also true that 
gk(x, fkj(X)) = vz,fk(a, ikj) ' (x - ?) + O(I x - 2 1)~ (k, j) in C. (48) 
For (k, j) in B, (48) follows at once from the equations gk($ tkj) = 0 and &j(x) = 
iki . For (k, j) in A, (48) is a sequence of Lemma 2.10. If we square both sides 
of (48), we get 
g,(x, t&))2 = (v,&(~, &,) ’ @ - i)>2 + O(l x - g 12), (k, j) in C. (49) 
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We have also 
6ygn(x, tki(x)))’ = l9(V’,g,(i, 2,,) (A” - .q)e + o(j x - .c l‘q, 
K in 1, and (k,j) in C. (50) 
To see how (50) is derived, one should first note that (50) is the same as (49) 
if both g,(x, te,(x)) and V, g,(4, &,) (X - .^) r are nonnegative, while it is trivial 
if both of these terms are nonpositive; if the terms g,(.r, tki(*v)) and V, g,(P, i,,) . 
(N - 2) are of opposite sign, then (50) f 11 0 ows from very simple arguments 
based on (49). 
The rest of the proof follows Rockafellar’s argument [7, pp. 282-2831 altnost 
lrerbatim. We include the details, because we wish to give a coherent presen- 




K(z) = c (a,1’2)(V:cg,(2, i,,) . z)’ 
hE10,3~,“0 
+ 1 z (l>{J B(V,g,(.C, tkj) . 2)‘. (52) 
&I, ,=I 
(,z E E, : / .z 1 < I}. We shall show that r > 0 and 6 > 0 exist so 
H(z) + X(x) > 26 for all z in B*. (53) 
Let B** = {z E B*: H(z) < 01. From the second-order sufficiency assump- 
tion, we deduce that if K(z) = 0 then necessarily H(z) > 0. 
Hence it follows that K(z) > 0 for all z in B** so that the quotient 
-H(z)/&+) is well-defined and bounded above as a function of z in B**. 
Choose r > 0 so that r > -H(z)/K(z) for all z in B**. It is easy to check that 
H(z) + fK(.z) > 0 for all z in B*. Since H + FK is a positive, continuous 
function on the compact set B*, there exists 6 .:J 0 so that (53) holds. Since both 
H and K are positively homogeneous functions of degree 2, we see from (53) 
that 
H(z) + X(z) 3 26 I a 14 for all .a in E, . (54) 
Now, we are ready to complete the proof by combining the results (46)-(54). 
First, we use (46) (47), (49), (50), (51) and (52) to obtain a neighborhood W 
of f so that WC N,(r) and so that 
A(x, p, F) 3 f(i) + H(r - i) + X(x - S) - 6 1 s - i I”, x E w, (55) 
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here, we have also used the equation L($ 2, A) = f(a). If we substitute (54) 
into (55), we get 
A(s, p, I;) 2 f(2) + 6 1 x - i I”, for all x in LV. 
This shows that (45) holds and completes the proof. 
5. CONCLUSION 
5.1. Remarks. The results obtained so far were obtained for problems of 
the type (l)-(2). It is easy to derive results for problems of type (I), (2), and 
(3) by the use of a simple device. Given a constraint of the form h(x) < 0 
as in (3), let J be the closed interval [- 1, l] and then define g(x, t) = h(x) - t” 
for all x in En and t in El. \Ve see that, given s in E, , it is true that h(x) < 0 
if and only if g(“v, t) < 0 for all t in J. Hence, the constraint “h(x) < 0” can be 
replaced by the equivalent constraint “g(x, t) < 0.” It follows that problems of 
the type (l), (2), and (3) can be reduced to problems of the type (l)-(2). There- 
fore, the results obtained above can be applied to this modified equivalent 
problem. 
In order to see how this works, again consider the constraint “/Z(X) < 0” 
and its equivalent “g(x, t) < 0.” In the notation above, we have B(X) = 
{t E J: I?(X) = g(.x, t)j = {Oj. Hence, since g(~, t) has the form h(x) - t’, the 
“contribution” made to Yz,L(.C, i, A) is simply ccV&.g(.C, 0) = pY’:&(.<), where 
p is a Lagrange multiplier; moreover ,j(s, t) = -2t, g(.Y, t) = -2, YCC j(x, t) = 0 
for all N and t. Hence, we see, for example, that the requirement of g(P, 2) < 0 
is met automatically by the function g. 
We can now describe briefly how to obtain the proper versions of Theorems 
2.8 and 2.9 for problems of the type (l), (2), and (3). First, we set up the proper 
first-order conditions. Thus, in addition to the multipliers pI. and CQ., we must 
have multipliers y1 ,..., vp so that (5), (6), (8), and (9) still hold, so that v,IzJ.<) = 0 
for i = l,..., p and so that (instead of (7)) 
&rf(4) + 1 c p~~lsJc,g~(k i ,) + i %Gh,(“q = 0.
k=l j=l 1=1 
Then, we modify the definition of L in (10) by adding the term x.,“=, V&~(X). 
The set S in 2.5 is restricted further by inclusion of the conditions h,(x) < 0, 
for i = I,..., p. The definition of rgiven in 2.6 is modified as follows: 
r = {(j, k): hlk > 0) u (i: vt > 01. 
The definition of T*(.C, A) remains as given except that (i)-(v) are supplemented 
by the requirement that h,(x,) = 0 for all 4 and for all i in r. Theorem 2.8 
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is valid with these understandings and Theorem 2.9 is valid provided we add 
to the end of the last sentence the phrase “and for which V&(Z) * v = 0 for all i 
in r.” These assertions are easy to verify by use of the device mentioned above. 
That device-the equivalence of constraints h(x) < 0 and g(x, t) = h(x) - 
t2 < O-also shows how Theorems 2.8 and 2.9 extend the classical second- 
order theorems for problems based on (I) and (3) alone. 
5.2. Remarks. No attempt has been made here to determine whether or not 
the second-order sufficiency conditions of this paper are actually helpful in the 
convergence analysis of computational algorithms for problem (l)-(3). Theorem 
4.4 does suggest the use of augmented Lagrangians, but there are many matters 
which must be worked out before the details of the use of augmented Lagrangians 
can be specified. 
The results presented here plainly lack the broad scope of the most general 
theorems on first-order conditions such as the one presented by Clarke [3, 
Theorem 11. Clarke’s theorem requires only that the functionsf andf, be locally 
Lipschitz. The results developed here make ample use of the second-order 
differentiability assumed for the functions g, ; and, the results given here are 
stated in terms of a rather particular Lagrangian. It is not clear whether or not 
the present results can be helpful in pointing out the proper form for more 
general problems. 
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